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Abstract. Purpose: This study investigates the verbalization of answers generated
by knowledge graph question answering (KGQA) systems using large language
models. In user-centric applications, such as dialogue systems and voice assistants,
answer verbalization is an essential step to enhance the quality of interactions.

Methodology: We experimented with different large language models to verbalize
answers from knowledge-based question-answering systems. In particular, we fine-
tuned the LLM models (T5, BART and PEGASUS) on different inputs, including
SPARQL queries and triples, to determine which model performs best for answer
verbalization.

Findings: We found that fine-tuning language models and introducing additional
knowledge such as SPARQL queries, achieve state-of-the-art results in verbalizing
answers from KGQA systems.

Value: Our approach can be used to generate answers verbalization for different
KGQA systems, including dialogue systems or voice assistants.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, knowledge graph question answering (KBQA) systems have emerged
as essential access points to knowledge graphs [18]. These systems allow users to in-
teractively find information interactively without requiring a deep understanding of the
underlying structure of knowledge graphs. Current approaches of KGQA can be catego-
rized into two types: (1) semantic parsing approaches, which generate logical queries
(e.g., SPARQL), and (2) retrieval-based approaches, which extract and rank entities or
literals from knowledge graphs. Both approaches generate answers in the form of single
entities, sets of entities, or literal values. However, practical applications like chatbots
or speech assistants often need more natural, human-like responses. Consequently, there
is a growing need to verbalize answers generated by KGQA systems. By presenting
answers in natural language, verbalization makes information more accessible to a wider
audience, including those who may not be familiar with linked data or query languages
used by KGQA systems [6, 8]. Current open-source KGQA systems typically provide
answers without verbalizing them in natural language [4, 8]. This lack of verbalization



makes interaction with users less natural compared to voice assistants such as Siri and
Alexa. Few studies have been proposed to address this problem. For example, VOGUE
framework [7] has been designed to generate natural language explanations for visual
elements in user interfaces. This allows AI systems to provide verbal descriptions and
rationales for graphical components, making the interaction more conversational.

To verbalize answers in KGQA, multiple inputs can be used, including questions,
and answers. KGQA systems can produce various answer types, such as single entities,
lists of entities, or literals like numbers or text. Additionally, semantic parsing systems
generate a logical query, which can be crucial for answer verbalization. Furthermore, it is
possible to extract additional information, such as entity labels, from knowledge graphs.
This wide range of input sources and answer types makes verbalizing answers for KGQA
systems a challenging task. Recently, transfer learning of large language models (LLMs)
has shown impressive performances in text generation tasks, including query generation
for various structured and unstructured inputs [1]. In our study, we focuse on fine-tuning
different LLMs, such as T5 or BART, to address the challenges of answer verbalization.
Furthermore, we experiment with different inputs to assess the impact of logical form and
answers on the quality of the verbalized output. We summarize the main contributions of
our study as follows:

• Fine-tuning LLMs achieves significant results for answers verbalization in KGQA
systems.

• Incorporating additional information in the LLM input such as logical forms or
triples yields better verbalized answers.

• We provide the implementation of our approach and the datasets used in our
experiments on the GitHub repository.1

2. Related Work

In KGQA systems, there are two main methods: semantic parsing-based and retrieval-
based. Semantic parsing-based methods generate a query that can be executed on a
database, while retrieval-based methods extract answers directly from the knowledge
graph using retrieval and ranking techniques [10]. Furthermore, semantic parsing-based
methods generate queries that provide an additional source for answer verbalization. In
contrast, retrieval-based methods use only the input question and the generated answers
for verbalization. This paper focuses on verbalizing answers from semantic parsing-based
KGQA systems. For answer verbalization in KGQA systems, most approaches usullay
consider a encoder-decoder architecture. For example, VOGUE [7] framework takes
inputs from both the question and logical form through a dual encoder model. These inputs
are then combined using cross-attention, and a hybrid decoder generates the final natural
language sequence. Recent text generation methods use pre-trained language models like
T5 [15] and BART [11] for various NLP tasks. For instance, Montella et al. [13] applied
transfer learning with pre-trained models such as T5 and BART to verbalize answers from
KGQA systems, using questions and answers as inputs. They also applied a masking
technique to improve the generalization of test datasets. Their results indicate that transfer
learning enhances the performance of answer verbalization compared to the VOGUE
model.

1https://github.com/dice-group/QAAnswerVerbalizer

https://github.com/dice-group/QAAnswerVerbalizer
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Figure 1. The architecture of our verbalization model for generating natural language answers.

3. Approach

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our approach, including a fine-tuned encoder-decoder
model. Our approach takes a question, its answer, and a query from a KGQA system as an
input. Further information, such as relevant triples, in included as alternative input. These
inputs are preprocessed to clean noisy data and tokenized to generate the token vector for
the language model. The following sections describe the details of preprocessing step and
large language models used in our study.

3.1. Preprocessing Step

We conducted our experiments with two different forms of input in our verbalization
model. In both versions, we included the answer set and the input question as input.
Additionally, we explored using triples and SPARQL queries as additional inputs. In case
of SPARQL queries, language models often encounter problems with special tokens such
as { or }, that are mapped to unknown tokens then. Therefore, it is necessary to replace
them with different tokens. In particular, we apply the following replacements:

• A variable such as ?uri is replaced by the string var_uri
• ’{’ and ’}’ are replaced by the strings brack_openand brack_close respectively.
• The period ’.’ is replaced by the string sep_dot
• All SPARQL keywords are converted to lowercase
• All prefixes are removed.

Question: What is the nationality of Aishath Saffa?

Logical Form: select distinct var_uri where brack_open
Aishath_Saffa nationality var_uri brack_close

Triple(s): Aishath Saffa nationality Maldives

Verbalization: Maldives is the nationality of Aishath Saffa.

Listing 1: An example of input preprocessing

In both approaches (queries and triples), we replace the URIs of entities and relations
with their labels from the knowledge graph. URIs consist of hashes or numeric identifiers



that lack semantic information. For example, we use Aishath Saffa string as input for
our model for the DBpedia [12] entity http://dbpedia.org/resource/Aishath_Saffa. List-
ing 1 shows the output of the preprocessing steps for the example question What is the
nationality of Aishath Saffa?.

3.2. Large Language models

We experimented with three different pre-trained models from the literature T5, BART,
and PEGASUS, which are briefly described in the following.

T5 model [15] is a unified transformer model specifically designed for text-to-text tasks,
with a focus for fine-tuning on different downstream applications. It has shown quite
competitive performance across wide range of NLP tasks such as query generation [1, 19].
Moreover, T5 has been successfully applied to question answering tasks, such as query
generation and entity linking, making it a good choice for answer verbalization.

BART model [11] is a popular LLM for generating natural language sequences. Similar
to T5, it enables fine-tuning for various NLP-related tasks. Furthermore, BART has
demonstrated strong performance in tasks involving text generation and comprehension,
including applications such as entity linking [3].

PEGASUS model [20] is originally designed for generating summaries of natural lan-
guage texts. Since answers verbalization from KGQA systems can be regarded as a sum-
marization task, where various inputs such as questions, answers, and logical forms shall
be summarized into a short natural language text. In our experiments, we investigated
whether fine-tuning a summarization model can enhance the performance of answer
verbalization. We trained two versions of LLMs: one model using triples as input and
another model using queries along with answers and input questions as input.

All models were fine-tuned with an equal number of epochs and input samples2.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we describe the set up of our experiments including datasets, baselines
and evaluation metrics for answering the research questions:

• RQ1: Does incorporating structured data from knowledge graphs, such as triples or
queries, improve the performance of LLMs in answer verbalization?

• RQ2: What types of inputs are most effective for generating natural language
questions?

4.1. Datasets

VQuAnDa (Verbalization QUestion ANswering DAtaset [9]) is one of the first datasets
that contains natural language verbalizations for the questions. It contains 5000 examples,
the SPARQL queries (DBpedia [12]), and their verbalizations. The dataset is based on the
largescale complex question-answering dataset (LC-QuAD [17]).

2Training setup: https://github.com/dice-group/QAAnswerVerbalizer/blob/main/args.py

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Aishath_Saffa
https://github.com/dice-group/QAAnswerVerbalizer/blob/main/args.py


Table 1. Comparison with baselines. The results for the baselines are taken from the corresponding papers. The
inputs to the models: Q represents the question, LF represents Logical form/query, T represents Triples(s) and
H represents Hybrid which is a combination of both LF and Q. The BLEU-4 score is reported. The scores are
normalized on a scale of [0,100].

BLEU METEOR
Model VQuAnDa ParaQA VQuAnDa ParaQA

Transformer [7] (Q) 18.37 23.61 56.83 59.64
Transformer [7] (LF) 23.18 28.01 60.17 63.75
BERT [7] (Q) 22.78 26.12 59.28 62.59
BERT [7] (LF) 26.48 30.31 65.92 65.92
VOGUE [7] (H) 28.76 32.05 67.21 68.85
T5 [13] (Q) 39.07 30.62 67.70 59.81
BART [13](Q) 43.90 35.57 71.92 65.40

PEGASUS (Q+LF) 45.97 50.18 79.87 80.70
PEGASUS (Q+T) 45.26 48.48 80.24 81.97
BART (Q+LF) 45.43 46.48 78.80 80.21
BART (Q+T) 43.02 47.32 78.57 80.98
T5 (Q+LF) 49.25 47.49 80.66 80.26
T5 (Q+T) 45.02 45.91 79.55 79.87

ParaQA [5] is formed using the verbalizations in VQuAnDa[9] and contains up to 8
paraphrased verbalizations of the answer on the DBpedia KG, along with the question
and the SPARQL query. It contains 5000 examples.

4.2. Metrics

For evaluation, we use the well-established metrics BLEU and METEOR, for comparing
our approach against the baseline methods. We briefly summarize each metric as follows:

BLEU [14] (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy): This metric compares n-grams between
generated sentences and reference ones. The BLUE metric also includes a brevity penalty
based on the lengths of reference and generated sentences, penalizing when the generated
text is shorter than the reference ones. The brevity penalty is not calculated for each
sentence in a corpus to avoid penalizing shorter sentences. The scores of BLEU metric
ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 is the best score, indicating that the reference and generated
text are identical.

METEOR [2] (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit Ordering): This metric
evaluates the similarity between the hypothesis (i.e., generated text) and the reference text
by considering chunks of text. Unlike other metrics, METEOR can incorporate semantic
similarity, allowing it to account for similar words, not just exact matches. It also gives
more weight to recall compared to precision, providing a more balanced score. METEOR
calculates the Harmonic Mean of precision and recall and counts exact word matches
between the hypothesis and the reference. Additionally, it penalizes incorrect word order,
as the sequence of words in a sentence is essential for grammatical correctness and
meaning.



4.3. Results

In this section, we present our results achieved for answering both of our research
questions. All results are presented in Table 1.

Incorporating structura data from knowledge graphs in LLMs (RQ1): The evaluation
results shows that incorporating structured knowledge, such as triples and queries, en-
hances the performance of answer verbalization on both datasets. Existing models in the
literature use fine-tuned LLMs for answer verbalization. In contrast, our approach includes
triples or SPARQL queries in the verbalization process, yielding a better performance in
verbalization. Other models such as VOGUE also use logical forms, but without using
pre-trained LLMs such as T5 or BART, which contributes the performance margin in the
results.

Experiment with different forms of input (RQ2): Our findings indicate that verbalizing
SPARQL queries rather than triples generally yields superior performance across various
datasets, with the exception of the PARAQA dataset where the PEGASUS model showed
slightly better results. This marginal difference suggests that queries, which include
information about aggregations used, may offer an advantage over simply displaying the
knowledge graph structure.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we have shown, that introducing structure information into an LM for
verbalizing answers to natural language questions improves the performance in answer
verbalization. Furthermore, the results have shown, that logical forms such as SPARQL
queries often lead to better results compared to introducing triples. Our answer verbal-
ization approach can be used as an extension for each question-answering model that is
capable of producing logical forms such as SPARQL queries. Alternatively, triples can be
applied, in cases, where no queries are available. However, there are only a few KGQA
datasets available at the moment mostly on DBpedia KG, that include verbalizations, so
extending existing KGQA datasets is necessary to improve verbalizations on other KGs.
On the other hand, using current interaction-based LMs such as LLAMA [16] might also
be an alternative for training LMs for verbalization.
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